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Metal quantum wells with all electrons confined: Na films and islands on graphite
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Ultrathin Na films and islands on graphite realized prototype simple metal quantum wells with all valence
electrons confined within boundaries well defined on the atomic scale. This is shown by angle-resolved
photoemission and scanning tunneling microscopy data, which give unique information about electron disper-
sion, hole lifetimes, and Fermi wavelengths.
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Valence electrons may be confined to a thin metal fi
even when it is adsorbed on a substrate, which can be a m
or an insulator. One condition is that the electrons have
ergies within a substrate band gap. Propagation into the
strate is then forbidden and incident electrons are refle
back towards the front side of the film, where the surfa
potential barrier acts as a second mirror. Multiple reflectio
between the interfaces sort out standing waves, often refe
to as quantum well states~QWS!, having perpendicular wave
vectorsk' , given by the phase condition 2k'd1f52pm,
whered is the film thickness,f the sum of the phase shifts a
the two barriers, andm an integer. The states were first o
served by recordingI /V characteristics of metal-insulato
thin-film sandwiches.1 More recent work has demonstrate
that photoemission, in its angle-resolved version, is an ex
lent probe of QWS2–4 down to monolayer thickness.

Apart from providing spectroscopists with new ground f
fundamental investigations, the quantized level structure
thin metal films has practical interest since it underlies
giant magnetoresistance phenomenon5 utilized for reading
magnetic memories. More generally QWS spectroscopy
tracts interest as a tool that allows atomic scale control of
electronic properties of nanosized objects,6 this is exempli-
fied by photoemission results for well-ordered Ag films
Fe~100!.7 Most nanosize objects of technical interest a
small in more than one direction and photoemission, in co
bination with scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!, is use-
ful, as noted here for Na films and islands on graphite. P
ticular to Na graphite among the systems studied w
photoemission is that, as for an unbacked film, all vale
electrons occupy discrete QWS. The reason is that Na
lence electrons all occupy states, which have energiesE, and
parallel wave vectors,ki , such that any QWS energy ban
E(ki), runs in a graphite band gap. Along the substratc
axis, ki50, the gap extends 4 eV belowEF , which is well
below the band bottom of the Na metal. Away fromḠ, the
QWS energy increases quadratically withki and reachesEF
without having intersected the upperp band of graphite,
which, a short distance fromḠ, marks the low-energy limit
of the substrate band gap.8 A semimetal like graphite thus ha
a band structure such that the Na valence electrons ex
ence boundary conditions similar to those for a film
vacuum or one adsorbed on a substrate with a wide abso
band gap. In previous photoemission studies, semiconduc
have provided absolute band gaps, but not wide enoug
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confine all valence electrons in the metal overlayer. Of f
ther interest is that Na is a prototype simple metal in wh
valence electrons move as if in a constant potential. If
mogeneously thick Na films can be prepared on graph
these should then be near ideal samples for probing the p
erties of a confined electron gas with metal density. Here
report on structure and morphological changes of such fi
as well as on the QWS binding energies, photohole lifetim
and photoemission cross sections.

As a substrate we use a sample of highly oriented py
lytic graphite~HOPG! onto which Na is evaporated from
heated glass ampoule brokenin situ. HOPG consists of azi-
muthally disordered microcrystals with a common@0001# di-
rection. Photoemission spectra are recorded in the MA
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory~Lund University! using
p-polarized light from a normal incidence monochroma
~BL 52! which covers the photon energy range 4–40 eV.
spectra shown are measured along the surface normal
that the bottom states are probed of the free-electronlike
ergy bands formed by the QWS. We find that near layer-
layer growth can be obtained in the thickness range tr
1–15 monolayers~ML !, by keeping the substrate at 40
during deposition followed by annealing~90 K! with ap-
proximately one atomic layer added in each cycle@Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!#. The anneal is done either by temporarily reduci
the flow of He or passing a current through the sample;
latter procedure is also used to clean the sample by heati
to 1100 K. In the diagrams are indicated the number
atomic layersN, and the quantum numbers m, which a
chosen as the number of nodes in the film. The monola
thus has its nodeless bottom state atEb51.65 eV and the
m51 state atEb50.17 eV. As described previously9 the
wave vector at a given energy can be determined via
phase condition and this, together with the measured bind
energies, gives the dispersion plotted as points in Fig. 1~c!.
The straight line shows the dispersion predicted by the fr
electron model. Figure 1~d! shows a plot of the emission lin
width versus the binding energy for lines having an eas
determined width. This width is of interest as an upper lim
to the width caused by the time it takes for electron-elect
and electron-phonon processes to quench the hole left be
by a photoelectron ejected from a well-ordered sample. O
line, for 1 ML andEb50.17 eV, stands out as anomalous
wide, but the remaining points fall rather close to a comm
curve indicating thatEb is of main importance. Aside from
binding energy, sample quality, temperature, and experim
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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tal resolution, the width of a QWS line is expected to depe
on the number of filled QWS that can participate in the de
process and, since a QWS extends with a tail in the subst
also on the choice of substrate. We are aware of no prev
similar data for simple metals or theoretical estimates of h
lifetimes in simple metal quantum wells. In bulk N
electron-electron decay is estimated to give a width,DE
'0.085Eb

2 ,10 with energies in eV. This is smaller than ob
tained here by around a factor of 2 when the experime
resolution has been accounted for.

The anneal temperature has an upper limit near 90
above which there is an onset of~3D! growth. For example,
if LN 2 is used for cooling~95 K! only a fraction of the
substrate surface can be covered with a monolayer be
emission lines characteristic of 2 ML are observed. A
somewhat higher temperature the first QWS to appear u
Na deposition are characteristic of 3 ML thickness. If t
temperature is allowed to increase, a film breaks up i
islands thicker than the film. QWS emission lines indica
that the islands have different but well-defined thickne
over large enough surface areas to support states with e

FIG. 1. ~a! Photoemission spectra for Na films on graphite. T
thickness is given in atomic layers,N. Indicated by the spectra ar
the photon energieshn, and the quantum numbersm. ~b! QWS
emission lines for 4–15-ML-thick Na films on graphite. Doubl
emission lines are obtained, since two different thickness values
represented in each spectrum.~c! The dispersion determined for N
metal~points! compared with the free-electron model~straight line!.
The k values are reduced to the Brillouin zone boundary va
kBz5p/a, wherea is the interplanar distance.~d! The full width at
half-maximum~FWHM! of QWS emission lines plotted vs bindin
energy after subtraction of the contribution due to the experime
resolution~45 meV!.
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gies not significantly different from those measured for t
films. This is confirmed by images recorded, at 35–80
with a variable temperature STM~Omicron GmbH! which
show flat, regular-shaped islands with abrupt or terra
edges@Fig. 2~a!#. Typical island sizes vary with temperatur
during preparation. Lateral extensions vary from a few nm
around 500 nm, while the heights are between 3 and 9 M
Imaging the islands is quite delicate. An island is sometim
shifted in position or damaged, such that holes are create
an island along with new terraces, or the next image m
show two islands where there was previously only one.

Successful STM observations regularly give images w
two types of wave pattern in islands with thickness up to
ML. Occasionally, also the atomic lattice in a terrace is
solved, and in a few instances, waves as well as lattice
observed in one image@Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#. The lattice matches
well with the order in the~110! planes of bcc Na. For one
type of wave, the amplitude decays away from edges
imperfections and the wavelength depends on the isl
height. Fourier transformed images show that there are
caying waves with different wavelengths in one island. Mo
conspicuous in the images is the other wave type, wh
shows little decay and has a wavelength, of 12.460.5 Å ,
that does not depend noticeably on the island height.
corrugation amplitude~around 0.04 Å at 4 ML thickness!
however does. It decreases with increasing thickness,
above 6 ML, no wave is detected. As shown in Fig. 2~b!, the
wave is often parallel to the edges of a terrace or an isla
and sometimes boundaries are observed between areas
different wave directions.

Our interpretation of the STM images is that the Na
lands are Na~110! microcrystals having slightly buckled sur
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e

al

FIG. 2. ~a! STM image of 4- and 5-ML-thick Na islands o
graphite~70 K, Ubias5 20.98 V, I 542 pA, 140 nm x 140 nm!.
~b! Terrace of 5-ML-thick Na island showing the two wavetyp
discussed in the text~40 K, Ubias5 20.011 V, I 552 pA, 23 nm
x 23 nm!. ~c! Buckled Na terrace with atoms resolved~ 5 ML, 40 K,
Ubias 5 - 0.131 V, I 569 pA, 6 nm x 6 nm!. ~d! Na 110 plane
overlaid graphene~small balls circles!.
1-2
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faces, the height variation detected as the undamped w
The front of the wave is parallel to the@010# direction and
the wavelength, within the limits of experimental error,
equal to the distance between four rows of Na atoms@Fig.
2~c!#. The orientation of the Na layer with respect to t
graphene layer is such that, given the lattice parameter
the two solids, a coincidence pattern is obtained. This
schematically shown in Fig. 2~d!. If the bcc structure is
maintained down to the layer nearest to the substrate, t
Na atoms will thus occupy inequivalent sites with differe
heights above the substrate. This height variation is tra
ferred to the outermost layer but with an amplitude that
cays as the thickness is increased such that the wave is
served only for a thickness of 6 ML or less.

Regarding electronic structure the main quantitative inf
mation is obtained from photoemission but also the decay
waves observed in the STM as discussed below will be
cribed to QWS. Our photoelectron spectra reveal the
ladder of filled states for 1- and 2-ML-thick films. Two stat
are filled in each case and for 2 ML a third state extends w
a low binding-energy tail into the populated range. The bin
ing energies of these states, or at least their sum, can
understood in simple terms with reference to a tw
dimensional~2D! free-electron gas. In this ideal case t
filled bandwidth isn\2p/m, wheren is the surface density
of electrons. For 1 and 2 ML Na this gives 1.9 and 3.8 e
respectively. The thickness of the actual films give space
two partly occupied QWS bands. The 2D values should t
be compared with the sums of the observed binding energ
1.65 eV1 0.17 eV for 1 ML and 2.25 eV1 1.25 eV for 2
ML @Fig. 3~a!#. For thicker films, QWS with energies withi
1.7 eV of the Fermi energy are identified.

The dispersion shown in Fig. 1~c! is of interest for a con-
tinuing discussion regarding the filled bandwidth in bulk N
metal. Based on a lineshape analysis of photoemission s
tra from bulk samples,11 a band narrowing of around 0.3 e
compared to the free-electron width was deduced,12 which is
in the range predicted by early theory.13 Recently, however,
a widening by the same amount was predicted and
found consistent with the experimental data.14 The present
results show that self-energy corrections must be sm
(,0.1 eV) in the energy range covered here. In this anal
we have ignored that the bcc structure is perturbed by
misfit to the graphite lattice. Even if the QWS energies
little affected by the lattice distortion this may be significa
for the linewidths and explain why the width is particular
large for the thinnest film@Fig. 1~d!#. That structure imper-
fections are important for the 1 ML film is suggested by t
fact that theEb50.17 eV state gives a peak width that
three times bigger than for the corresponding state in a
monolayer on Cu~111!.15 Previously, for Ag/Fe~100!, wide
QWS emission lines were observed at small thickness, bu
that case the substrate has no absolute energy gap, w
means that the substrate is not a perfect mirror to incid
electrons.7 A substantial resonant width is then expected
small thickness even if the atomic order at the interface w
ideal.

There are two main reasons why a complete ladder
filled states is observed only for 1 and 2 ML thickness. O
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is that the photoemission cross section is large only at pho
energies below the plasmon energy~5.7 eV for Na! when the
surface barrier induced emission is strong.16 Using a light
source with modest intensity it is then difficult to prob
QWS removed from the Fermi level by more than around
eV. Even with more intense light another limitation would b
met with for 3- or 4-ML-thick films when the level separa
tion between the low-energy states will be smaller than
emission linewidth@Fig. 1~d!#. The integrity of the QWS
series is then lost among its low-energy members.

Finally we comment on the decaying waves observ
with STM at near zero bias tip-sample bias voltage. Sim
decaying waves have been predicted and observed for e
trons occupying surface states on~111! surfaces of noble
metals.17–19 As the surface state electrons are scattered
steps between terraces or point defects, there appear la
standing waves in the electron density sensed by the
Considering that only electrons occupying QWS are av

FIG. 3. ~a! Thickness dependence of QWS binding energ
obtained by photoemission~squares! and binding energies calcu
lated from the Fermi wavelengths measured by STM assuming f
electron dispersion~points!. ~b! Fourier transform of the image in
Fig. 2~b!. The two long arrows mark the Fermi contours of tw
QWS and the short arrow the wave vector characteristic of
buckled surface.
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 073301
able for tunneling at the Fermi level, we interpret the o
served decaying standing waves as waves, formed as
trons occupying QWS are scattered against the edges o
islands. To further investigate this assignment, we comp
the photoemission data@squares in Fig. 3~a!# with the ener-
gies calculated from\2k2/2m, where k denotes the Ferm
wave vectors obtained from Fourier transformed images,
m the free-electron mass@Fig. 3~b!#. It is evident from Fig.
3~a! that standing waves render the same energy disper
with the number of layers. However, the wavelength of
highest occupied QWS seem to be either shorter than
pected, or a mix between the highest and second hig
occupied state. We find no obvious explanation for this d
crepancy, but note that these states, especially for a m
with low work function, extend with long tails into vacuum
which means that the tip will act as a strong perturbation
these states.

To conclude we have found a preparation procedure
Na covered graphite that gives the opportunity to investig
prototype simple metal quantum wells with all valence el
et
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trons confined either to films that can be grown nearly lay
by-layer or to islands with regular lateral shapes and rat
uniform heights. STM images show the atomic order e
pected for a close packed bcc layer and the surface is slig
buckled due to a misfit with the graphite lattice. The disp
sion of valence electrons in Na, obtained from the quanti
level structure, agrees well with the free-electron model
the upper-half of the filled bandwidth, which is the range th
can be easily probed in the present experiment. The res
also indicate that even with intense light sources, states m
deeper in the well will be difficult to resolve by photoemi
sion. The emission linewidth increases with increasing bi
ing energy while the thickness is less important. This s
gests that a photohole is quenched primarily via intraba
processes. QWS in Na islands are observed by STM as
eral standing waves near imperfections and boundaries.
wavelengths are in reasonable agreement with the Q
binding energies measured by photoemission except for
longest waves, which have wavelengths shorter than
pected.
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